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Dear Booksellers, Librarians & Educators,

When I was a child, I spent hours engrossed in our family’s dictionary; it was the only 
place for a curious child to learn about words. These days, kids have more reference 
options, but nothing beats the discoverability of holding a book in your lap and browsing 
word after word. My early experience with dictionaries was the beginning of my lifelong 
passion for words.

I was very happy to work as chief lexicographer on the Scholastic Children’s Dictionary 
and play a part in bringing the magic of language to children today. We are now thrilled 
to introduce this newly updated and expanded edition of the dictionary, which has 
benefited from valuable input from all of you: the educators, librarians, and parents who 
are on the front line of introducing the wonder of words to children.

This updated edition retains the design and pedagogic features that make the Scholastic 
Children’s Dictionary a leader in the field, while introducing hundreds of new words, 
images, and definitions to keep pace with language change and evolving educational 
requirements, including alignment with Common Core State Standards. In this digital 
world, the need to communicate well is only increasing, and we believe this dictionary is 
a powerful tool in getting kids off to the right start.

Yours sincerely,

Orin Hargraves

Chief Lexicographer, Scholastic Children’s Dictionary

President, Dictionary Society of North America
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About A Each letter in our alphabet began as a drawing of an animal, 
object, or person. A probably was �rst drawn upside down like a V, 
with a bar across the middle. It may have stood for the horns of an ox, 
since farmers used to guide oxen by a rope attached to a bar across 
their horns. Our alphabet has its origins in an alphabet developed by 
the Phoenicians. Aleph, the �rst letter of their alphabet, meant “ox.”

abalone

a inde�nite article
1. Any: Pick a card.
2. One: I have a car.
3. Per: �ey traveled more than 200 miles a day during 
the trip.
a (uh or ay) 

aardvark noun An African mammal with a long, 
sticky tongue that it uses to catch insects. aard·vark 
(ahrd-vahrk)

abacus noun A frame with rows of sliding beads 
on wires, used for adding, subtracting, multiplying, 
and dividing. ab·a·cus (ab-uh-kuhs)  noun, plural 
abacuses or abaci (ab-uh-sye or ab-uh-kye)

abalone noun A large sea snail with a �at shell whose 
meat people eat and whose shell lining is 
shiny like a pearl. ab·a·lo·ne 
(ab-uh-loh-nee) 

abandon verb
1. To leave somewhere or someone 
and not return: �e war forced 
thousands of people to abandon 
their homes.
2. To give up: Never abandon 
hope!
a·ban·don (uh-ban-duhn) 
 verb abandoning, abandoned

abandoned adjective Deserted or 
no longer used, as in an abandoned 
farm. a·ban·doned (uh-ban-duhnd) 

abate verb To become less intense: We delayed our 
errands till the storm abated. a·bate (uh-bate) 
 verb abating, abated

abbey noun A group of buildings including a church 
where monks or nuns live and work. ab·bey (ab-ee) 

abbreviate verb To make something shorter, such as 
a word: Most people abbreviate words like “road” and 
“street” in addresses. ab·bre·vi·ate (uh-bree-vee-ate) 
 verb abbreviating, abbreviated 
 adjective abbreviated

abbreviation noun A shortened version of a word. For 
example, St. is an abbreviation of the word street. See 
the Initials, Acronyms, and Abbreviations Guide in the 
Reference Section. ab·bre·vi·a·tion 
(uh-bree-vee-ay-shuhn)

abdicate verb To give up power: When the queen 
abdicated the throne, her son became king. ab·di·cate 
(ab-di-kate)  verb abdicating, abdicated  noun 
abdication

abdomen noun
1. �e front part of your body between your chest 
and hips. 
2. �e rear section of an insect’s body.
ab·do·men (ab-duh-muhn) 

abduct verb To take someone away by force: Two 
masked men abducted the millionaire’s wife. ab·duct 
(ab-duhkt)  verb abducting, abducted  noun 
abduction
abhor verb To hate something: Alix abhors romantic 

movies. ab·hor (ab-hor) 
 verb abhorring, abhorred  adjective 

abhorrent
abide verb If you abide by a rule, 
agreement, or law, you obey it or 
do what it requires: Players who 
cannot abide by the rules will be 

disquali�ed. a·bide (uh-bide)  verb 
abiding, abided or abode (uh-bohd)

ability noun
1. �e mental or physical power to do 

something: Sybil has the ability to be a great 
mathematician.
2. Skill, as in a natural ability at golf.
a·bil·i·ty (uh-bil-i-tee) 
 noun, plural abilities

ablaze adjective On �re: �e building was ablaze when 
the �remen arrived. a·blaze (uh-blaze) 

able adjective
1. If you are able to do something, you can do it.

Word History

The aardvark owes its name to the Afrikaans 
language, which is spoken in South Africa, where 
these animals are found. In this language, aard 
means “earth” and vark means “pig.” Aardvark was 
therefore the perfect term for this piglike animal that 
digs in the ground to hunt for ants and termites.

A dictionary is a reference book that gives all kinds of information about words. This dictionary is your 

guidebook to the English language. You can refer to it to find out what a word means, check its spelling 

or pronunciation, or figure out how to use it in a sentence. Synonym boxes suggest similar words to help 

you add variety to your writing and your speech. On the next three pages, we’ve highlighted some of the 

other features of this book.

How to Use This Dictionary

6

Overview

“About this letter” boxes  
appear on the opening 
page of each new letter. 
In each one, you will find 
a fact about that letter or 
a spelling tip for words 
containing that letter’s 
sound.

Tabs help you quickly  
locate the section of the 
alphabet that you are 
looking for.

Entries are listed in 
alphabetical order. Many 
words have several 
different meanings and 
uses that are listed under 
different numbers within 
the entry. Some entries have 
illustrations or photographs.

Language tips appear 
throughout this dictionary. 
Word History boxes describe 
the interesting origins of 
the word highlighted in 
the boxes. Prefix, Suffix, 
Synonym, and Language 
Note boxes give you extra 
information about the usage 
of a word or word part.

Main entry words are  
set in red type and jut out  
from the meanings. The 
dictionary was designed this 
way to make it easy  
for you to find the words 
you look up.
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satellite noun 
1. A spacecra� that is sent into orbit around the 
earth, the moon, or another heavenly body. 
2. A moon or other heavenly body that travels  
in an orbit around a larger heavenly body.  
See moon.  
sat·el·lite (sat-uh-lite) 

attribute  
1. (at-ruh-byoot)  noun A quality or 
characteristic that belongs to or describes 
a person or thing: Kindness is her greatest 
attribute. 
2. (uh-trib-yoot)  verb When you attribute 
something to someone, you give him or her 
credit for it: �e author attributed her success  
to her ninth-grade English teacher.  
 verb attributing, attributed 
at·trib·ute

rap  
1. verb To hit something with a quick, sharp 
blow: Bettina rapped on the window.  noun rap 
2. noun A type of popular music in which the 
words are spoken rhythmically to a musical 
background.  noun rapper  verb rap 
3. verb (slang) To talk: �e boys rapped for hours. 
rap (rap)  
Rap sounds like wrap.   verb rapping, rapped

Numbers appear at the 
beginning of each meaning 
when a word has more 
than one meaning. The 
most frequently used 
meanings generally  
appear first.

Definitions tell the 
meanings of words. When 
the main entry word is used 
within the definition, it is 
printed in boldface.

Pronunciations, given in 
parentheses, let you know 
how the entry words should 
sound. The Pronunciation 
Guide on page 9 explains 
which letters represent 
each sound. If the 
pronunciation of a word 
changes depending on its 
meaning, the appropriate 
pronunciation appears with 
the appropriate meaning.

Syllable breaks are 
indicated by small dots. 
Entries made up of two 
separate words or two 
words and a hyphen are 
not broken into syllables. 
To find their syllable 
breaks, look up each part 
of the term separately. For 
example, to find the syllable 
breaks for solar energy, look 
up solar and energy.

Usage labels tell you 
that a meaning of a word 
is informal or slang. 
Informal words are used 
in everyday speech but not 
usually in formal speech 
or in writing. Many slang 
terms or meanings are 
very popular only for a 
short period of time. Like 
informal words, they are 
not appropriate in formal 
writing such as term 
papers and essays.

Sample sentences 
appear in italics after 
some of the meanings. 
These sentences illustrate 
how a word is used by 
showing it in context. 

Part of speech labels 
usually appear on the 
first lines of entries. 
However, if a word’s part 
of speech changes from 
one meaning to the next, 
the part of speech label 
starts each new meaning. 
When a meaning shows 
the word as part of a 
common phrase, which 
is known as an idiom, no 
part of speech is given.

Homophones, words 
that sound alike but have 
different spellings and 
meanings, are listed at or 
near the end of a definition. 

Dictionary Entries Close Up

Cross-references tell 
you where to turn in 
the dictionary for more 
information about the 
main entry word.

Related words and word 
forms appear at the end 
of an entry or at the end of 
a meaning. This dictionary 
also lists irregular plural 
forms for noun entries, -er 
and -est forms for adjectives, 
and irregular, -ed, and -ing 
forms for verbs.
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ma’am noun  (informal)  A polite or respectful 
way of addressing a woman. Ma’am is short for 
madam.  ma’am (mam) 

macabre adjective Terrifying and gruesome, as in a 
macabre crime.  ma·ca·bre (muh-kahb or  
muh-kah-bruh) 

macaroni noun Pasta in the shape of curved, hollow 
tubes.  mac·a·ro·ni (mak-uh-roh-nee) 

Mach noun A unit for measuring speed, o�en used 
for aircra�. Mach 1 is the speed of sound, 762 miles 
per hour at sea level.  Mach (mahk) 

machete noun A long, heavy knife with a broad 
blade, used as a tool and weapon.  ma·chet·e  
(muh-shet-ee) 

machine noun 
1. A piece of equipment whose di�erent pieces  
work together to do a job, o�en using electricity or  
an engine. 
2. A simple device that makes it easier to move 
something. Levers, screws, and pulleys are simple 
machines. 
3. machine gun An automatic gun that can �re bullets 
very quickly one a�er another. 
ma·chine (muh-sheen) 

machinery noun �e parts of a machine, or a group 
of machines that do the same work or related kinds of 
work.  ma·chin·er·y (muh-shee-nur-ee) 

machinist noun A person who runs machines that 
make tools and parts.  ma·chin·ist 
(muh-shee-nist) 

mackerel noun A shiny 
saltwater �sh that can be used as food.  mack·er·el 

(mak-ur-uhl)   noun, plural mackerel or 
mackerels

macro noun A short computer program that 
performs a number of instructions with a single 
command.  mac·ro (mak-roh) 

mad adjective 
1. Very angry: Don’t be mad at me. 
2. Insane; mentally ill.  noun madness 
3. Extremely foolish or crazy: Jeannie has a mad plan 
to run away to New York. 
4. be mad about (informal) To like someone or 
something very much: Everyone is mad about the cute 
new girl at school. 
mad (mad)  
 adjective madder, maddest  adverb madly

madam noun A polite or respectful way of addressing 
a woman, used in formal speech and writing: Please 
step this way, madam.  mad·am (mad-uhm) 

made verb �e past tense and past participle of 
make.  made (made) Made sounds like maid.

magazine noun 
1. A monthly or weekly publication that can contain 

Synonyms

Mad is used to describe someone who is very angry 
about something: Bobby was mad that we didn’t wait 
for him after school. The adjectives that follow are 
similar to mad, but they describe feelings or actions 
of different origins or degrees.

■■ Angry, like mad, can be used to describe someone 
who feels upset about something and shows it: I was 
so angry at Camila for breaking my bike that I yelled  
at her.

■■ Indignant describes a person who is angry because 
he or she feels that something is unfair: Brian was 
indignant that his little brother got a bigger slice of cake.

■■ Irate often refers to someone who does something 
about his or her anger: The irate customer demanded 
her money back because the television set did not work.

■■ Enraged describes someone who is filled with rage, 
usually as a result of being annoyed or provoked: The 
louder our neighbors play their music, the more enraged 
my mother becomes.

■■  Furious describes someone who is full of intense 
anger, or fury, to the point of losing control: Mr. 
Thompkins was so furious when his car was broken into 
that he made himself sick.

mackerel

About M �e letter M may have its origins 
in an Egyptian hieroglyph for water. �e 
Phoenicians gave it the m- sound, since their 
word for water was mem. In the consonant 
pairs -mn or -mb at the end of a word, only 
the m is pronounced. Examples: hymn, lamb. 
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stories, articles, photographs, advertisements, and 
other material. 
2. �e part of a gun that holds the bullets. 
mag·a·zine (mag-uh-zeen) 

maggot noun �e larva of certain �ies that looks 
like small worms. It o�en feeds on rotting animal 
�esh.  mag·got (mag-uht) 

Magi noun, plural In the New Testament, the 
three kings who visited the baby Jesus, bringing 
gi�s.  Ma·gi (may-jye) 

magic noun 
1. �e power or forces that some people believe 
can make impossible things happen.  adjective 
magical  adverb magically 
2. Tricks done to entertain people, such as pulling a 
rabbit out of a hat or making something disappear. 
mag·ic (maj-ik)  
 adjective magic  noun magician (muh-jish-uhn)

magistrate noun A government o�cial who can act 
as a judge in a court.  mag·is·trate (maj-i-strate) 

maglev noun Short for magnetic levitation, a 
system of high-speed train transportation in which 
the train uses powerful magnets to �oat above its 
track.  mag·lev (mag-lev) 

magma noun Melted rock found beneath the earth’s 
surface that becomes lava when it �ows out of 
volcanoes.  mag·ma (mag-muh)  

magnesium noun A light, silver-white metal that 
burns with a bright white light.  mag·ne·si·um  
(mag-nee-zee-uhm) 

magnet noun A piece of metal that attracts iron or 
steel. Magnets have two ends, or poles, called north 
and south.  noun magnetism  
(mag-ni-tiz-uhm)  mag·net (mag-nit) 

magnetic adjective 
1. Acting like or including a magnet, as in a magnetic 
picture frame. 
2. Very attractive or exciting, as in a magnetic 
personality. 
mag·net·ic (mag-net-ik) 

magnetic field noun �e area around a magnet or 
electric current that has the power to attract other 
metals, usually iron or steel.  

magnetic tape noun A thin ribbon of plastic coated 
with a magnetic material on which sound, images, 
and other information can be recorded or stored.  

magnetize verb To make something magnetic, either 
by exposing it to an electric current or by attaching a 
magnet to it.  mag·net·ize  
(mag-nuh-tize)   verb magnetizing, magnetized  
 noun magnetization

magnificent adjective Extremely beautiful, 
good, or big: �e king lived in a magni�cent 
palace.  mag·nif·i·cent (mag-nif-i-suhnt)   noun 
magnificence  adverb magnificently

magnify  
1. verb To make something appear larger so that it 
is easier to see, usually using a lens or mirror: �e 
encyclopedia is easier to read if you magnify the 
pages.  noun magnification  adjective magnified 
2. verb To make something seem bigger, more 
important, or more e�ective: �e brightness of the 
room was magni�ed by the mirrors that covered the 
walls. 
3. magnifying glass  noun A glass lens that makes 
things look bigger, used for looking at very small 
objects.  verb magnifies, magnifying, magnified 
mag·ni·fy (mag-nuh-fye) 

magnitude noun �e size or importance of 
something.  mag·ni·tude (mag-ni-tood) 

magnolia noun A tree or tall shrub that has 
large, fragrant, white, pink, purple, or yellow 
�owers.  mag·no·li·a (mag-nohl-yuh) 

magpie noun A noisy, black and white bird with a 
long tail that is related to crows.  mag·pie (mag-pye) 

Word History

The word magazine comes from the Arabic word 
makhzan, meaning “storehouse.” A magazine could 
be thought of as a storehouse of information.

Word History

The magnolia was named for a French professor, 
Pierre Magnol (1638–1715), who published a book 
classifying plants. The magnolia is found in southeast 
Asia and the southeastern United States. Mississippi 
is known as the Magnolia State.

Magi
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3. verb To make less bright: �e teacher dimmed the 
lights so he could show the movie.  verb dimming, 
dimmed 
dim (dim) 

dime noun A small coin of the United States and 
Canada that is worth 10 cents: �e parking meter only 
takes dimes and quarters.  dime (dime) 

dimension noun Any of the three measures of an 
object: length, width, or height: �e dimensions of the 
table are three feet by four feet by two feet.  di·men·sion 
(duh-men-shuhn)  adjective dimensional

diminish verb To make or become smaller or 
weaker: �e long drought diminished our water 
supply.  di·min·ish (duh-min-ish)  verb diminishes, 
diminishing, diminished

diminutive adjective 
1. adjective Tiny, or very small: Although she is a 
diminutive woman, her strong singing voice can �ll an 
auditorium. 
2. noun A word that indicates a smaller version of 
something: “Booklet” is a diminutive of “book,” using 
the su�x “-let.” 
di·min·u·tive (duh-min-yuh-tiv) 

dimple noun A small hollow in a person’s cheek or 
chin.  dim·ple (dim-puhl)  adjective dimpled

din noun A great deal of noise: We could not hear each 
other over the din of the crowd.  din (din) 

dine verb To have a meal, especially dinner, in a formal 
way: We dined by candlelight.  dine (dine)  verb 
dining, dined

diner noun 
1. A person eating in a public place like a restaurant  
or hotel. 
2. A restaurant where people sit at a long counter or  
in booths. 
din·er (dye-nur) 

dinghy noun A small rowboat.  din·ghy (ding-ee)   
 noun, plural dinghies

dingy adjective Dull and dirty, as in a dingy 
room.  din·gy (din-jee)  adjective dingier, dingiest

digit noun 
1. Any one of the numerals from 1 to 9, and 
sometimes 0: �ere are seven digits in my phone 
number. 
2. A �nger or toe: Some birds have three digits on their 
claws. 
dig·it (dij-it) 

digital adjective 
1. Represented in or by numerals: �e system receives 
digital data from Mars and converts it into sound. 
2. Using the binary number system for recording 
text, images, or sound in a form that can be used on 
a computer: With a digital camera, you can put your 
own pictures on the Web. 
dig·it·al (dij-i-tuhl) 

digital rights noun, plural �e rights of artists, 
musicians, writers, and others to protect the things 
that they create and put on the Internet or on other 
electronic media.  

digitize verb To convert or change data or graphic 
images to digital form, usable by a computer: �e 
company is digitizing its music collection for Internet 
distribution.  dig·i·tize (dij-i-tize)  verb digitizing, 
digitized

dignified adjective Calm and serious in a way that 
deserves respect: �e tennis player accepted defeat in  
a digni�ed manner.  dig·ni·fied (dig-nuh-fide) 

dignity noun �e quality or manner that makes  
a person worthy of honor or respect.  dig·ni·ty  
(dig-ni-tee) 

dike noun A high wall or dam that is built to hold back 
water and prevent �ooding.  dike (dike) 

dilapidated adjective Shabby and falling apart, as in  
a dilapidated old barn.  di·lap·i·dat·ed  
(duh-lap-i-day-tid)  noun dilapidation

dilemma noun A situation in which any possible 
choice has some disadvantages: �e dilemma for the 
school board is whether to cut sports programs or lay 
o� teachers.  di·lem·ma (duh-lem-uh)

diligent adjective Working hard and carefully: 
Maria was diligent about doing her homework before 
watching television.  dil·i·gent (dil-i-juhnt)  noun 
diligence  adverb diligently

dilute verb To make something weaker by adding 
water or some other liquid to it: Dilute the vinegar 
with two parts of water.  di·lute (duh-loot or  
dye-loot)  verb diluting, diluted  noun dilution

dim  
1. adjective Somewhat dark, as in a dim corner of the 
room. 
2. adjective Formless, or hard to see: When I turned 
the corner, I could see the dim outline of a building in 
the fog. dinghy

digit |  dingy
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3. noun If you take a dip, you go for a short swim. 
4. noun A thick sauce into which you dip foods such 
as raw vegetables and chips.  verb dipping, dipped 
dip (dip) 

diploma noun A certi�cate from a school showing 
that you have �nished a course of study.  di·plo·ma 
(duh-ploh-muh) 

diplomat noun Someone who o�cially represents his 
or her country’s government in a foreign country as 
a job: She is a diplomat in the American Embassy in 
France.  dip·lo·mat (dip-luh-mat) 

diplomatic adjective 
1. Of or having to do with being a diplomat: She hopes 
to get a place in the diplomatic service a�er college. 
2. Tactful and good at dealing with people: Fred’s 
diplomatic explanation settled the argument. 
dip·lo·mat·ic (dip-luh-mat-ik)  
 noun diplomacy (duh-ploh-muh-see)

dining room noun A room where meals are served at 
a table: Our cousins met us for lunch in the hotel dining 
room.  

dinner noun 
1. �e main meal of the day. 
2. A formal banquet: �e president gave a dinner for 
the queen of England. 
din·ner (din-ur) 

dinosaur noun A kind of large reptile that lived in 
prehistoric times.  di·no·saur (dye-nuh-sor) 

diocese noun A church district under the authority of 
a bishop.  di·o·cese (dye-uh-sis or dye-uh-seez)   
 noun, plural dioceses 

dip  
1. verb To put something brie�y into a liquid: Dip your 
foot in the water to see how cold it is. 
2. verb To slope downward: �e road ahead dipped 
sharply.  noun dip 

Dinosaurs
The word dinosaur comes from Greek 
words meaning “fearfully great lizard.” 
These reptiles lived during the Mesozoic 
era (about 250–65 million years ago), 
divided into three periods: the Triassic, 
Jurassic, and Cretaceous. There were 
two main types of dinosaurs, 
the Saurischia, with lizardlike 
hips, and the Ornithischia, with 
birdlike hips.

Meat-eating saurischians 
walked upright on their hind legs. 
The most famous is the tyrannosaur, 
whose name means “tyrant lizard.” 
Plant-eating saurischians walked on all 
four legs. One such dinosaur was the 
apatosaurus, formerly known as the 
brontosaurus.

The ornithischians ate plants. Some 
looked like birds but were often huge. 
Others, such as the stegosaurus and the 
triceratops, had bony plates or horns.

No one knows why the dinosaurs 
became extinct. Perhaps climate 
change destroyed their food and 
habitat. Maybe a giant meteorite 
crashed into the earth, creating dust 
that blocked the sunlight. Or an 
exploding star might have released 
deadly radiation. But these are all 
theories, and we may never know  
for certain.

brachiosaurus

tyrannosaur

triceratops

stegosaurus

velociraptor

parasaurolophus

dining room |  diplomatic
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avoid | defeat

■■avoid verb To keep away or 
withdraw from a person or place: 
I’ve been avoiding Elaine ever 
since she shouted at me. 

dodge To get out of the way of 
something quickly: �at bully 
tried to hit me, but I dodged the 
blow and walked away.

evade To get away from some-
thing by being clever or skillful: 
Roger always tries to evade his 
chores.

duck To lower your head 
quickly, so as not to be seen or 
hit by something: I ducked as the 
ball came right at me. 

sidestep To avoid or dodge 
a problem or decision as if by 
stepping around it: I sidestepped 
my mother’s question about  
my math homework by showing  
her the perfect grade on my  
spelling test.

B
■■bear verb To take on the bur-
den of or to put up with: I can’t 
bear the pain of losing my puppy.

endure To hold up �rmly 
against su�ering, especially over 
a long time: A�er the earthquake, 
the survivors had to endure hun-
ger and thirst until help could 
arrive.

stand To bear or put up with 
without �inching: I can’t stand 
loud music.

tolerate To put up with some-
thing or someone: I won’t toler-
ate these constant interruptions.

■■boast verb To talk proudly 
about yourself or someone or 
something connected with you: 
Bryan loved to boast about his 
sister, who is a state champion 
swimmer. 

brag To boast too much, espe-
cially about yourself: A�er a 
week everyone got tired of hear-
ing Alicia brag about her trip to 
Australia.

gloat To think or talk about 
something in a highly smug way: 
He just sat in his room, gloating 
over his trophy. 

crow To boast too much and 
too loudly: Henry crowed over 
his victory in the bicycle race.

■■broad adjective Extending a 
great distance from side to side: 
Richard is six feet tall and has 
broad shoulders. 

wide Having a certain distance 
from one side to the other; large 
from side to side: �e lake is nine 
miles long and two miles wide. 

C
■■choose verb To take or prefer 
something out of a larger num-
ber: It is important to choose a 
career you will enjoy.

select To choose carefully and 
thoughtfully: �e members of the 
all-star team were selected from 
all the players in the league.

pick To choose carefully using 
your own preference: I picked my 
favorite CDs to listen to during 
the trip.

elect To choose by vote: �e class 
elected a president, secretary, and 
treasurer.

■■compare verb To examine in 
order to discover similarities or 
di�erences: �ey look alike, but 
if you compare these two violins 
carefully, you will notice that one 
has a sweeter tone than the other.

contrast To identify the di�er-
ences between things: I want you 
to contrast the attitudes of the two 
main characters in this story.

distinguish To tell the di�erence 
between things: Can you distin-
guish between a �r tree and a pine 
tree? 

■■contain verb To have in it: My 
purse contains $3, some change, 
and a broken pencil. 

hold To be able to contain: �is 
bottle holds a gallon, but right 
now it contains only about a pint.

include To have as part of a 
whole: �is list includes the names 
and addresses of everyone in the 
school. 

D
■■defeat verb To win victory 
over: My sister’s basketball team 
defeated last year’s champions and 
went on to win the tournament.

conquer To get control of, as if 
by winning a war: He conquered 

Broad and wide are close 
synonyms that both refer to the 
distance across something, as 
in a broad street or a wide street. 
However, broad suggests the 
whole area or expanse of the 
surface itself and wide stresses 
more the distance from one side 
to the other. If you want to give 
the actual distance, use wide: 
three feet wide.

tip

The phrase pick and choose 
means “to choose very carefully 
from a number of possibilities”: 
There are some subjects you must 
study in school; you can’t just pick 
and choose the things you like. 
Beth must have a dozen outfits 
she can pick and choose from!

tip
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effect | game

his fear of �ying by taking several 
airplane trips.

beat To defeat in a game, con-
test, or struggle: My little brother 
always beats my dad at chess.

overcome To get the better 
of a�er a hard struggle: Roger 
is determined to overcome his 
shyness.

overpower To get the better of by 
using greater power or strength: 
�e mutineers overpowered the 
captain and took over the ship.

subdue To bring completely 
under control or authority: �e 
cowboys subdued the startled cattle 
before they caused a stampede.

E
■■effect noun �e change that 
happens because of an act or 
action: Exercising every day has 
had a positive e�ect on my health.

result Something that happens 
because of something else: Sarah 
studied hard and as a result she 
got an A on the test. 

outcome What happens at 
the end of an event or series of 
events: Have you heard the out-
come of the election yet? 

consequence �e o�en bad or 
unfortunate e�ect of a particular 
action or series of actions: I broke 
the rules and had to su�er the 
consequences.

■■ensure verb To make sure or 
certain that something happens: 
Please ensure that the door is 
locked when you leave.

insure To make payments to a 
company that will give you the 
money you need if you have an 
accident, �re, illness, or other 
loss: We insured the boat against 
�re and the�.

assure To make certain of some-
thing: I can assure you that we 
will be there on time.

secure To make something safe, 
especially by closing it tightly: 
Will you secure the latch on the 
gate, please?

■■exclude verb To prohibit or 
leave out: �ey were excluded 
from membership in the club. 

eliminate To get rid of or to 
remove from a competition by 
a defeat: Our team was elimi-
nated from the tournament in the 
semi�nals.

suspend To stop something for 
a short time: �e construction was 
suspended over the winter because 
of the �erce weather. 

expel To send or force some-
thing out: His behavior was so 
bad he was expelled from school.

F
■■fair adjective Reasonable and 
honest: A referee has to be fair to 
both teams.

just In accordance with the law 
or moral principles: A just society 
will not tolerate prejudice.

impartial Not favoring one per-
son or one point of view over 
another: �e case was tried by an 
impartial jury.

equal �e same for each member 

of a group: Everyone will have an 
equal opportunity to play during 
the game.

■■fault noun A defect or lack of 
strength, especially in character or 
personality: Jake’s biggest fault is 
that he lies.

failing A minor fault: My brother 
is happy to point out that being 
late is the least of my failings.

weakness A special desire for 
something that results in a lack of 
self-control: Vasiliki has a weak-
ness for ice cream.

vice Immoral or harmful  
behavior: Eating too much  
chocolate is unhealthy, but it’s  
not exactly a vice.

G
■■game noun An activity orga-
nized for diversion or amuse-
ment: Let’s play a game of capture 
the �ag. 

sport A game involving physical 
activity: Soccer is the only sport 
Marilyn likes to play.

pastime A hobby, a sports activ-
ity, or an entertainment that 
passes the time in an enjoyable 
way: His favorite pastimes are 
basketball, computer games, and 
playing the cello.

competition �e act or process 
of competing in business or in a 
game or sport: �e traditionally 
strong competition between the two 
military academies makes this foot-
ball game more exciting than usual.

contest A struggle for victory: 
Angelo won the statewide essay 
writing contest.

recreation �e enjoyment of a 
game, sport, or hobby a�er work-
ing: My mother’s favorite recre-
ation is water-skiing.

Effect can also be used as a 
verb meaning “to bring about” 
or “to cause to happen”: The 
negotiators were able to effect a 
compromise to settle the strike. Do 
you think the new rules will effect 
any change in their behavior? Be 
careful not to confuse the verb 
effect with the verb affect.

tip
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Benin 
(Be·nin) (buh-neen)

A country on the coast of 
western Africa. It was once 
known as Dahomey. Benin 

attracts tourists to its national parks to 
see animals such as lions, leopards, 
elephants, and monkeys.
Capital: Porto-Novo
Population: 8,791,832
Demonym: Beninese
Area: 43,500 square miles
Language: French
Money: CFA franc

Bhutan 
(Bhu·tan) (boo-tahn)

A country in southern Asia. 
Formerly one of the most 
isolated countries in the 

world, Bhutan is known for its efforts  
to preserve its traditional culture.
Capital: Thimphu
Population: 691,141
Demonym: Bhutanese
Area: 14,824 square miles
Language: Dzongkha
Money: ngultrum

Bolivia 
(Bo·liv·i·a) (buh-liv-ee-uh)

A country in central South 
America. Bolivia has two 
capitals: La Paz, the 

administrative capital, and Sucre, the 
legislative capital. La Paz has the highest 
elevation of all of the world’s capitals.
Capitals: La Paz and Sucre
Population: 9,775,246
Area: 424,164 square miles
Demonym: Bolivian
Languages: Spanish, Quechua, Aymara
Money: boliviano

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
(Bos·ni·a and Her·ze·go·vi·na)  
(bahz-nee-uh and hert-suh-goh-vee-nuh)

A country in southeastern 
Europe. Named after the 
country’s two main 

regions, it declared independence from 
the former Yugoslavia in 1992.
Capital: Sarajevo
Population: 4,613,414
Demonym: Bosnian
Area: 19,741 square miles
Languages: Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian
Money: konvertibilna marka

Botswana 
(Bot·swa·na) (baht-swah-nuh)

A country in southern Africa. 
Mostly desert, it has the 
largest elephant population 

on the continent. Botswana is the leading 
diamond producer in Africa.
Capital: Gaborone
Population: 1,990,876
Demonym: Motswana (singular), Batswana 
(plural)
Area: 224,610 square miles
Language: English
Money: pula

Brazil 
(Bra·zil) (bruh-zil)

A country in South 
America. Nearly two-
thirds of the Amazon, the 

largest rain forest in the world, lies in 
Brazil. The country is also known for 
its beaches, as well as for its dance 
music and an annual carnival it holds 
in February.
Capital: Brasília
Population: 198,739,269
Demonym: Brazilian
Area: 3,300,171 square miles
Language: Portuguese
Money: real

Brunei 
(Bru·nei) (bru-nye)

An island country in 
southeast Asia. The same 
family has ruled Brunei  

for more than six centuries.
Capital: Bandar Seri Begawan
Population: 388,190
Demonym: Bruneian
Area: 2,226 square miles
Language: Malay
Money: Bruneian dollar

Bulgaria 
(Bul·gar·i·a) (buhl-gair-ee-uh)

A country in southeastern 
Europe. Its eastern boundary 
lies on the Black Sea. 

Bulgaria is famed for its folk music, which 
combines Eastern and Western sounds.
Capital: Sofia
Population: 7,204,687
Demonym: Bulgarian
Area: 42,855 square miles
Language: Bulgarian
Money: lev

Burkina Faso 
(Bur·ki·na Fa·so) (bur-kee-nuh fah-soh)

A country in western Africa. 
It was once known as Upper 
Volta. The landlocked 

country has one of the largest elephant 
populations in Africa. 
Capital: Ouagadougou
Population: 15,746,232
Demonyms: Burkinabè, Burkinian
Area: 105,946 square miles
Language: French
Money: CFA franc

Burundi 
(Bu·run·di) (bu-run-dee)

A country in eastern Africa. 
It lies on a plateau and is 
mostly made up of pastures 

and agricultural lands.
Capital: Bujumbura
Population: 9,511,330
Demonym: Burundian
Area: 10,740 square miles
Languages: Kirundi, French
Money: Burundi franc

Cambodia 
(Cam·bo·di·a) (kam-boh-dee-uh)

A country in southeast Asia. 
Angkor Wat, a Hindu 
temple complex in the 

northwestern part of the country, is one  
of the country’s main tourist attractions.
Capital: Phnom Penh
Population: 14,494,293
Demonym: Cambodian
Area: 70,238 square miles
Language: Khmer
Money: riel

Cameroon 
(Cam·e·roon) (kam-uh-roon)

A country in the western part 
of central Africa. Its wildlife 
preserves are the habitats 

for such well-known African animals as 
elephants, hippos, and giraffes.
Capital: Yaoundé
Population: 18,879,301
Demonym: Cameroonian
Area: 183,569 square miles
Languages: French, English
Money: CFA franc
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Canada 
(Can·a·da) (kan-uh-duh)

A country in North America. 
The United States lies on  
its southern border. Canada 

is one of the wealthiest countries in the 
world, with highly developed mining, 
manufacturing, and agricultural industries.
Capital: Ottawa
Population: 33,487,208
Demonym: Canadian
Area: 3,849,674 square miles
Languages: English, French
Money: Canadian dollar

Cape Verde 
(Cape Verde) (kape vurd)

An island country off the 
western coast of Africa. 
Cape Verde is known for its 

peacefulness and stability. No war has 
ever been fought there.
Capital: Praia
Population: 501,182
Demonym: Cape Verdean
Area: 1,557 square miles
Language: Portuguese
Money: Cape Verdean escudo

Central African Republic 
(Cen·tral Af·ri·can Re·pub·lic)  
(sen-truhl af-ri-kuhn ri-puhb-lik)

A country in central Africa.  
It is landlocked and mostly 
covered by savannas. The 

Central African Republic has a mainly 
tropical climate, with dry, hot trade winds 
in the northern part of the country.
Capital: Bangui
Population: 4,741,916
Demonym: Central African
Area: 240,324 square miles
Language: French
Money: CFA franc

Chad 
(Chad) (chad)

A country in central Africa.  
The country’s northern area 
is a desert, and its southern 

half is a fertile savanna. Lake Chad, on  
its western border, is one of the largest 
lakes in Africa.
Capital: N’Djaména
Population: 10,329,208
Demonym: Chadian
Area: 495,755 square miles
Language: French, Arabic
Money: CFA franc

Chile 
(Chil·e) (chil-ee)

A country in South America. 
It runs in a long, narrow 
strip between the Pacific 

Ocean and the Andes Mountains. 
Capital: Santiago
Population: 16,601,707
Demonym: Chilean
Area: 292,135 square miles
Language: Spanish
Money: Chilean peso

China 
(Chi·na) (chye-nuh)

A country in eastern and 
central Asia. It is the most 
populous country in the 

world, with more than a billion people.  
A communist state since 1949, it is a 
rising economic power. 
Capital: Beijing
Population: 1,323,591,583
Demonym: Chinese
Area: 3,705,407 square miles
Language: Mandarin
Money: renminbi yuan

Colombia 
(Co·lom·bi·a) (kuh-luhm-bee-uh)

A country in northwestern 
South America. It draws 
tourists for its ecological 

diversity, which includes coastlines, 
jungles, savannas, and deserts. Colombia 
is also noted for the coffee it produces in 
its volcanic, mountainous interior.
Capital: Bogotá
Population: 43,677,372
Demonym: Colombian
Area: 440,762 square miles
Language: Spanish
Money: Colombian peso

Comoros 
(Com·o·ros) (kah-muh-rohz)

An island nation in the 
Indian Ocean off the eastern 
coast of Africa. It includes a 

number of hilly and mountainous islands, 
formed by volcanoes.
Capital: Moroni
Population: 752,438
Demonym: Comoran
Area: 863 square miles
Languages: Arabic, French
Money: Comoran franc

Congo, Democratic  
Republic of the
(Con·go, Dem·o·crat·ic Re·pub·lic of the)  
(dem-uh-krat-ik ri-puhb-lik uhv  
THuh kahng-goh)

A country in central Africa.  
It was once known as Zaire. 
Located near the equator,  

it has the second-largest rain forest in the 
world, after the Amazon.
Capital: Kinshasa
Population: 68,692,542
Demonym: Congolese
Area: 905,354 square miles
Language: French
Money: Congolese franc

Congo, Republic of 
(Con·go, Re·pub·lic of)  
(ri-puhb-lik uhv kahng-goh)

A country in central Africa.  
It lies on the northwest 
border of the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo and has large 
numbers of western lowland gorillas, the 
type of gorilla commonly found in zoos.
Capital: Brazzaville
Population: 4,012,809
Demonym: Congolese
Area: 132,047 square miles
Language: French
Money: CFA franc

Costa Rica 
(Cos·ta Ri·ca)  
(kah-stuh ree-kuh or koh-stuh ree-kuh)

A country in Central 
America. Known as the 
“greenest” country in the 

world, Costa Rica hopes to become the 
first carbon-neutral nation by 2021.
Capital: San José
Population: 4,455,046
Demonym: Costa Rican
Area: 19,730 square miles
Language: Spanish
Money: colón

Côte d’Ivoire 
(Côte d’I·voire) (koht deev-wahr)

A country in western Africa.  
It is often called the Ivory 
Coast in English, the 

translation of its French name. It received 
that name when it was a major trading 
center for ivory.
Capital: Yamoussoukro
Population: 20,617,068
Demonyms: Ivorian, Ivoirian
Area: 124,504 square miles
Language: French
Money: CFA franc
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Map of the U.S. Territories
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